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Set a higher standard With rich wood finishes, Definition clearly conveys image and direction. 
Technology-enabled support elements address individual work styles. 
And unwavering attention to detail provides enduring quality.

•  Definition’s versatile components and aesthetics open up an  
expressive range of creative possibilities.

•  Definition shares dimensions, finishes and detail options with  
conferencing and systems furniture from Kimball Office, unifying  
the corporate environment and maximizing your investment.

•  A heritage of 50 years of finely crafted wood is built into Definition,  
so fit and finish integrity is assured.

cover: Toffee Rift Oak, Beaded edge, Bar pull in Satin Nickel; shown with Carrington guest chair and Skye seating
below: Amber Cherry, Crescent edge, Duet pull in Brushed Bronze; Tackboard with Mystique Dazzling; shown  
with Stature seating

LEED-Ci
MR Credit 4.1
MR Credit 4.2 
MR Credit 7.0 available
Recycled Content: 82.3%
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Espresso Walnut, Softened edge, Duet pull in Satin Nickel; Linear Vertical glass, Tackboard: Etchings Stylus;  
shown with Stature seating

Advance your image Definition pairs meticulously matched hardwood veneers with a  
resourceful array of elements. The result: tailored combinations of  
style and details, material and finishes that vividly articulate who 
you are and what you do. 

•  A broad spectrum of choices lets you satisfy individual work styles,  
while maintaining a consistent image and aesthetic throughout  
the workplace.

•  Definition’s chameleon-like properties allow you to create  
an almost endless variety of looks—from contemporary to  
transitional—using a single platform.
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top left: Ginger Cherry & Natural Maple, Reed edge, Taper pull in Matte Black; Dot Matrix glass 
top right: Ginger Cherry & Natural Maple, Reed edge, Cable pull in Satin Nickel  
bottom left: Ginger Cherry, Double Radius edge, Bar pull in Brushed Bronze  
bottom right: Caramel Maple, Crescent edge, Cable pull in Matte Black; Linear Vertical glass

Definition’s flexible aesthetics—wood finish colors, laminates, 
door options, pull choices and edge details—let you promote 
virtually any image.
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Exercise your options The inherent freedom and flexibility in Definition’s design prepares you for 
anything and everything. Available in a wide variety of modular, built-up 
and mobile components, Definition adapts seamlessly to changing floor 
plans. However you arrange it, Definition’s comprehensive platform offers 
the right configuration to suit every application and the perfect footprint  
to complement every space. 

Order it as you want it—modular components for flexibility or built-up for 
ease of specification and installation.

Credenza: Espresso Walnut, Beaded edge, Cable pull in Satin Nickel
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Caramel Maple & Tungsten Evolve laminate, Bevel edge, Platinum, Cable pull in Satin Nickel; Dot Matrix glass;  
shown with Skye seating
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Natural Maple, Crescent edge, Tab pull in Satin Nickel; Dot Matrix glass; Tackboard with Hanabi Avocado;  
shown with Stature seating

Satisfy everyone How people work should be up to them. Definition gives you a selection  
of worksurfaces, storage organizers and work tools to support different  
ways of working while projecting a consistent and coordinated look 
throughout the corporate environment.
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left: Ginger Cherry, Reed edge, Cable pull in Satin Nickel; Linear Vertical glass; shown with Skye seating

•  Definition’s versatile and responsive offering accommodates individual 
work modes with only slight specification changes.

•  Desks, credenzas, bridges, returns and tables provide plenty of room to 
spread out your work.

•  The wide variety of worksurface shapes and sizes addresses personal 
work preferences.

• Definition’s unique storage options satisfy “filers” and “pilers.”

Patterned glass doors draw in light while keeping contents private.  
Storage doors are also available in wood. 

Project drawers keep work-in-progress files separate and at hand.

Project shelves organize hot, must-do work neatly in sight.
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Promote interaction Definition’s plentiful collection of mobile storage units and tables  
allows you to work alone or pull together for a team meeting.  
Performance increases—and so do profits.

Cordovan Walnut, Bevel edge, Duet pull in Brushed Bronze; Linear Vertical glass; Tackboard: Savile Worsted;  
shown with Skye seating
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•  Overhead storage units and highback organizers keep materials 
close at hand, while using space efficiently.

•  Versatile tables and mobile storage encourage teaming and  
simplify interaction.

•  Vertical storage cabinets keep infrequently-referenced materials 
neatly stored.

Drop-leaf, organizer tray and open file topped mobile pedestals  
offer drawer configurations for almost any work format.

Extra work space is always handy with these mobile or static leg 
height-adjustable tables.

From teleconferencing to video support, or just stowing your  
overcoat, in-office storage components keep you fully equipped 
and artfully connected.

left: Natural Maple, Softened edge, Taper pull in Satin Nickel; Dot Matrix glass; shown with Skye seating
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Continue where others  
leave off

Definition moves gracefully between applications—private office to open 
plan, project room to individual workspace—with purpose and style. 
Integration with TRAXX,® Kimball Office’s simple but revolutionary horizontal 
mounting system, allows you to use Definition components on building 
walls. Achieve the built-in look of custom millwork at an affordable cost. 

•  Definition is visually and dimensionally compatible with Kimball Office  
systems furniture, giving you design flexibility to support different  
departments and work styles side-by-side.

•  By pairing Definition with Traxx you can transform wall space into work 
space, turn architectural obstructions into usable square footage, and  
create utility in corners and tight spaces.

•   Using Traxx, Definition worksurfaces can be hung directly on walls,  
allowing access to building power/data outlets.

• Worksurfaces can be field-scribed to fit building elements.

Wall-mounted (left) or panel-mounted worksurfaces (below) maximize 
your budget by eliminating the need for modesty and end panels.

left: Espresso Walnut, Beaded edge, Taper pull in Satin Nickel; Linear Vertical glass; shown with Traxx in Satin;  
tiles: Reflection Quartz, Skye seating 
right: Cetra panels: Tuscany Pebble
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Have it all Definition’s superbly crafted components offer consistent appeal and  
application depth in settings as diverse as private offices, teaming spaces, 
conference centers and reception areas.

Autumn Cherry, Double Radius edge, Duet pull in Satin Nickel; shown with Skye seating
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• Finished backs facilitate use in open areas, to divide space. 

•  A handsome selection of stand-alone pieces—bookcases, mobile  
utility tables, lecterns and telephone stands—expand Definition’s  
resourcefulness.

•  Matching edge profiles are offered on Kimball Office conferencing  
solutions so you can create supportive environments for board  
meetings, strategy sessions, and online conferencing.

Table desks and occasional tables offer continuity throughout your facility.

Visual boards provide hide-away dry erase and tackable surfaces for  
sharing ideas. Also available with a pull-down projection screen.

Computer tables with cord management come in mobile or stationary 
styles with wood or laminate tops.

Honey Maple, Softened edge, Bar pull in Matte Black; shown with Stature seating
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the warmth of wood Four species of hardwood are offered in a wide range of wood finishes 
with exceptional color clarity and long-lived durability.

•  Laminate tops may be specified for high-use surface applications.

Latte Rift Oak, Beaded edge, Duet pull in Satin Nickel, shown with Traxx mounting system and markerboard tiles;  
shown with Skye seating and Collage guest seating
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Show your character With its expressive selection of wood finish colors and laminate tops, 
worksurface shapes and door styles, drawer pulls and edge details,  
Definition lets you strike the optimal balance between corporate image  
and individual style.

autumn amber cambridge ginger oxford mocha

american cordovan judicial espresso
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glass doors
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bar
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duet taper cable tab
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Office furniture that can connect people with their technology is a beautiful 
thing. Definition gives you multiple power/data routing solutions to quickly 
and neatly manage the technology that fuels success.
 
•  Grommets are standard in all returns, bridges, corner units and highback 

organizers and they may be specified for desks and worksurfaces.

•   Hinged or powered tackboards suit individual preferences for power  
access at worksurface height.

•  Factory or field-installed grommets and power centers multiply your 
power/data options, giving you plug-and-play access.

Traxx-mounted worksurfaces eliminate modesty panels, leaving building 
power easily accessible.

Standard grommets discretely channel cords away from worksurfaces, 
eliminating messy tangles.

Perks® retractable power/data centers slide into position when needed 
and out of sight when not.
 
Available in Black or Clear plastic, these Perks storage accessories work 
on slat tiles or sit on desktops, putting all the things that you use the most 
where they’ll do the most good—in plain view and within arm’s reach.

Make it all work  
beautifully
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set-on bookcase
storage/lateral file

m
obile utility table

telephone stand

tables
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freestanding bookcase

lectern
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storage w
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puter tables
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set-on bookcase 
organizer

set-on storage 
organizer
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back cover: Toffee Rift Oak, tackboard with Twilight Nude, Bar pull in Satin Nickel; shown with Skye seating and  
Carrington guest seating
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